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The purpose of this document is to provide the operator of the CAT/NDIR system a
guidline for setting up or shutting down the system in addition to daily and weekly maintenance.
PrincIple of xC0.i measurements using a CAT/NDIR system:
The automated underway xC02 monitoring system consists of a "shower-head" type
equilbrator and a non-dispersive infra-red (NDIR) analyzer (Li-COR model 6262) with solid state
detector. A system of automated valves (Figure 1) controls the frequent and regular switching of
gas flow to the NDIR analyzer between seawater equilbrated air (SEA), seasurface air sampled
at the ship
bow (AIR), and two gas standards (high and low CO2 concentration, respectively). The small
size (approximately 40 cm high) equilbrator (modified from that used by Weiss) consists of two
concentric cylindrical stages constructed of plexiglass, with a drain in the center. The seawater
.showers. through the top of the equilbrator, and the first stage of the equilbrator is vented to
the clean marine atmosphere to maintain ambient pressure. The gas phase is continuously re-
circulated, at a rate of 200 mVminute, by an air pump, through a closed loop passing through the
infra-red analyzer where the measurement is made. The seawater temperature in the
equilbrator, as well as both atmosphenc pressure and the gas pressure in the clòsed loop are
continously monitored.
The COiH20 differential NDIR analyzer is of small size, precise, and insensitive to vibrations
and lateral accelerations. The sample cells are gold-plated to enhance I R reflectvity and resist
tarnishing over time. One set of cells is used for both H20 and CO2 measurements by using a
dichroic beam splitter to provide radiation to two separate detectors. A 150 nm bandpass optical
filter is used to select the 4.26 micron absorption band for CO2 detection, and the H20 detector
is filtered for the 2.59 micron absorption band. Both filters provide excellent rejection of IR
radiation outside the desired band, allowing the analyzer to reject the response of other IR
absorbing gases. The filters are mounted directly on the detectors for thermal stabilty. The lead
selenide solid state detectors are cooled and regulated at -12OC by thermoelectric coolers, and
electronic circuits continuously monitor and maintain a constant detector sensitivity. The detector
housing is maintained free of water vapor and CO2 by internally mounted desiccant and
absorbants. In order to maximize the signal sensitivity, the infra-red radiation from the source is
fOCused through the gas cell and onto the detector by lenses at each end of the optical bench. As
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a result, the typical CO2 noise level is 0.2 ppm peak-to-peak (at 350 ppm) when using one
second signal averaging. This automated system allows us to monitor xC02 (mole fraction)
directly in the gas phase witout having to pretreat it (no drying or gas separation are required).
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fR = filter; gelman 1.0 ¡i reference
fs = filter; gel man 1.0 Ii sample
Vl' V3. Vs. V7 = 3-way elecrical valves
PTi = Presure Transduær(linepressure)
PT2 = Pressure Transducer (ambient)
RMR = rotometer reference
RMs = rotometer; sample
T R = trap; ref. (soda lime & Mg (CI04)2)
Ts = trap; sample (soa lime & Mg (CI04h)
P A = pump. Air
P R = pump; reference
P s = pump; sample
3v A' 3v B = 3-way valves
Xl' X2. X3. X4 = regulating valves
D.P.G. = Dew Point Generator
7M = 7 J1 filter
seawater D.P.G.
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This not only simplifies the measurement procedure, but also minimizes the potential errors in
the measurements. The Li-Cor CO2/H20 analyzer uses an internal algorithm to correc the
measurements to a dry gas scale.
This system is regularly calibrated every two hours, using CO2 standard gases
calibrated against those from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST).
The recorded xC02 data consist of an average of 10 readings taken every 6 seconds. The rate
of data storage is one measurement per minute. A typical duty cycle consists of a five-minute
cell flush with seawater equilbrated air, followed by five one-minute averages. Next, this cycle is
repeated for the measurement of air (the air intake is located at the bow of the ship). Every two
hours the alternation of these two sample gases is interrupted with the measurement of the two
reference gases according to the same ten minute cycle.
(The technical description of the L1-COR 6262 operation is taken from the L1-COR UpDate.
VoJ.4,#1 ,pp1 ,2)
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Set up and installation of the system:
Setting up the CAT (Q02 Automated Iechnique), can be conveniently broken down into 6 areas:
Sample collecton tubing installation (Dekoron TM), equilbrator installation, computer
installation, gas installation, Dew Point Generator (D.P.G.) installation and NDIR (Non-Dispersive
Infra-Red) analyser (L1-COR L1-6262) calibration. The CAT is self-contained in its own shipping
container.
Dekobon Installation:
In order to analyse the air sample we need to collect it. The CAT is a continually monitoring
apparatus. The air sample is collected from the bow or stern depending on the ship's orientaion
relative to the wind direction, and pumped to the CAT through clean Dekobon tubing. Dekobon
is the registered trademark of Furon Dekoron Co.. We use Dekabon,Type 1300 metaVplastic
composite tubing with 3/8" O.D.. The tubing is supplied clean from the manufacturer and no
furter cleaning is recommended. The intake end of the tubing should be positioned at a level
well above the deck of the ship where any contamination from the ship's exhaust or personnel
wil be minimized. Generally a good place to put the intake is 3-5 meters above the deck on the
jack staff or other forward positioned mast or staff. A funnel should be attached, inverted, to the
intake end of the tubing, (secured with a banding clamp and sealed with silcone) to prevent
collection of seawater spray or rainwater. Mount the Dekoron tubing at the correct height, and
secure the tubing along the side of the ship and the mast with cable ties every meter. Before
going aloft be sure to get permission from the ship's watch. Use appropriate safety equipment
and alert the appropriate watch personel. Run the tubing the length of the vessel to the lab
where analysis wil be penormed. Be careful to install the tubing in low traffic areas, if possible,
to eliminate accidental crimping or cuttng of the tubing. If the tubing must be installed in high
traffic areas, make sure it is well protected and inspect it daily throughout the cruise for possible
damage. The Dekobon tubing is terminated at the water trap before the sample is pumped
through the air pump (P A)' The output of PAis split with a tee. One path is to the air input N 5) of
the CAT and the other path is to the air ballast and then into the equilbrator.
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Equilbrator installation:
The equilbrator must have an uncontaminated seawater source. The seawater input wil
optimally have a remote on/off valve. An empirical experiment in the laboratory suggests that
the equilbrator works best when seawater flows at a rate of 4 liters per minute. The flow can be
controlled and monitored by a combination flow meter and valve or if the line is dedicated, the
flow can be set initially and regularly checked every few days. If the consistancy of the flow is
variable, a metering device in line, is highly recommended. An ovenlow of seawater into the
system wil force water into the NDIR, corroding the coating of the measurement cell. This should
be avoided.
It is best to drain the seawater from the equilbrator overboard, (not into the ship's holding tanks).
Check with the ship's engineers for the nearest overbard drain or use a garden hose to run out
and overboard. Make sure the drain has a free run; the flow must be unrestricted (or again,
overflowing the equilbrator and the whole system may ocur).
The air input to the equilbrator from the air ballast uses 1/4" clean copper tubing. The gas
sample output and the return from valve 3V A use 1/a" clean copper tubing connected with
swagelok reducing unions (see Figure 2). The connection to the inner chamber is vented to
clean marine air to eliminate internal pressure imbalances. The procedure for cleaning the
copper tubing is describe in Appendix A.
Air from the equilbrator is first pumpe through a water trap mounted on the side of the
equilbrator housing and subsequently through a Whatman vacu-gard filter to prevent salt water
aerosols from damaging the NOIR and/or elecrical valves.
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Abstract
Accurate measurement of paral pressure of CO2 in seawater is currently performed by
measuring pC02 in an aliquot of a small volume of gas equilbrated with a large volume of the
seawater to be measured. PC02 in the gas phase can be accurately measured either by gas
chromatography or infra-red analysis. In order to mini human labor to monitor pC02 in surface
seawater we opted for the infra-red analysis which does not require a highly trained person and
which can easily be automated. This report describes how we have designed and automated a
system for continual surface seawater pC02 monitoring. It furter indicates the necessar steps to set
. up, run, and maintan the system. With minors modifications this system can also be used to
measure pC02 in discrete seawater samples (Goyet et al., 1993).
Reference:
Goyet c., MiHero F.J., Poisson A., and Shafer D.K. (1993). Temperature dependence of CO2












The softare that drives the CAT and collects data is well documented in the Analyser ManuaL.
It is written in Quick Basic. There are four programs:
Iicor.bas: This program is to be used on a computer that uses com1 to retrieve data
from the L1-6262.
Iicor2.bas: This program is to be used on a computer that uses com2 to retrieve data
from the L1-6262.
Iicor2n.bas:
This program is to be used on a computer that uses com1 to retrieve data
from the L1-6262.
Additionally this program outputs CO2 and H20 mV readings.
The pressure coefficient and constant used in the algorithm are for the
transducer pair used on xC02 apparatus 1 (CAT 1).
This program is to be used on a computer that uses com1 to retrieve data from
the L1-6262.
Additionally this program outputs CO2 and H20 mV readings.
The pressure coefficient and constant used in the algorithm are for the
transducer pair used on xC02 apparatus 2 (CAT 2).
Iicorn.bas:
Hardware:
The A-D converter board controllng the interface between the computer and the CAT is a
Dascon1. The transducers (Setra) and thermister (YSI), outputs are input to the computer
through this board, the electrical valves are also driven by the Dascon1 board.
The voltage converter on the CAT apparatus provides 24 VDC output to the Delta pumps and
the transducers.
There are two cable connections; the Dascon1 ribbon cable to the "blue box" on the CAT and the
connection of the L1-COR 6262 to the RS 232 input of the computer (either com1 or com2). The
cable connectons should be well secured.
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Gas Installation:
Ideally, the CAT set up requires 4 cylinders of CO2 in air: 2 full size working cylinders with MhighM
and .lowM concentrations of CO2 in air (HSTD and LSTD), spanning the anticipated measured
values, and 2 sample size reference cylinders of CO2 in air. The reference cylinders have been
calibrated at W.H.O.l. against a NIST standard. They are to be used initially to set the span of
the NDIR and to measure the HSTD and LSTD gases.
CO2 in air requires a CGA 590 fitting on the regulator. The CGA 590 fitting is left hand threaded,
(i.e. turn it anti-clockwise to tighten and clockwise to loosen). A two stage, metal diaphram
regulator, (Linde UPE 3 25 590) is essential. The delivery stage on this regulator has a
compound gauge with a range of 30 in. Hg vacuum to 30 psig. The supply stage range is 0 to
400 psig. The regulators need to be purged three times with CO2 cylinder gas before being
connected to the CAT. 118M clean copper tubing is used to connect the gas cylinders to the
respective CAT inputs. The delivery pressure of both HSTD and LSTD should be approximately
8 p.s.i..
For the initial calibration only the reference cylinders nee to be hooked up to the CAT.
REMARKS:
BE EXTREMELY CAREFUL TO KEEP THE COPPER TUBING CLEAR OF THE ELECTRICAL
CONNECTIONS.
LEAK CHECK CAREFULLY AND OFTEN.
DO NOT LET THE GAS LINES VIBRATE AGAINST EACH OTHER.
SECURE THE GAS LINES WITH CABLE TIES WHEREVER POSSIBLE.
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Dew Point Generator:
The Dew Point Generator (OPG) is used to set the span of the H20 channeL. Set up and
operation are well documented in the instruction manual provided by L1-COR Inc.
Fil the radiator and condensor block with deionized water, adding algicide as suggested in the
manuaL.
Turn on the unit and adjust flow from output 1 into the CAT by opening or restricting the flow of
output 2.
Determine the DPG set point and NOIR span target using the psychrometric chart provided in the
DPG manuaL. (Figure 3).
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Figure 3.
psychrometric chart and saturation vapor table for use calibrating the
Dew Point Generator (Reproduced here from the Li-610 Instruction
manual, page C-2, with permission of Li-Cor inc.).
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NDIRI CAT Set up and calibration:
The NDIR is mounted on an acrylic base with the associated valves, pumps and pressure
transducers, etc. The NDIR /CAT samples the gases as described in the section Method of
Analysis. There are two loops being sampled; the reference loop and the sample loop. The
reference loop is a closed loop, consisting of a Delta pump which moves gas out of the analyzer
and through a roto-meter at 200 mVmin.. The flow is controlled by adjustment of a potentiometer
on the pump. CO2 and H20 are removed from the gas stream by a desiccantlabsorbant trap
containing soda lime and magnesium perchlorate (Mg(CI04)2)' followed by a gelman 1 ur filter
which removes any particles.
The sample loop is more complex. A Delta or metal bellows pump is used to move the gas
stream at 200 ml/min. The sample flows out of the NDIR, into a pressure transducer and through
a rotc-meter. At this point the flow path diverges and is dependent on the requirements of the
operation. For determining the NDIR zero set point, the three way valves 3v A and 3VB are
adjusted allowing the gas to flow through a trap/filter configuation identical to the reference loop.
Determining the span set point of the NDIR requires the valves 3V A and 3VB be returned to the
sampling position and electrical valves opened via computer command, sampling the
HSTD/LSTD gases consecutively. Sampling the AIR and SEA gases is accomplished
automatically as the appropriate valves are opened by the computer program.
The desiccantlabsorbant traps should be installed in the respective reference and sample loops.
The traps are filed with 1/2 soda lime (4-8 mesh) and 1/2 Mg(CI04)2 (12-20 mesh). Appropriate
care should be used when handling these chemicals. The chemicals in the traps are separated
by phosphoric acid washed glass wool. Orientation of the traps in the CAT is critical, as the soda
lime removes CO2 and requires a small amount of H20 to be effective, therefore the gas must
first flow through the soda-lime and then through the Mg(CI04h. The correct orientation is
indicated in the gas flow diagram (figure 1).
Connections to the LSTD, HSTD, SEA, and AIR are made using swagelok fittings. Gas flow
rates are precisely controlled at the input to the CAT using needle valves (X1 -X4). Flow rates are




Once the integrity of gas input and output connections to the CAT are assured, the system is
ready to be calibrated as follows:
Turn on the auxilaiy power to the CAT (switch on the yellow cord).
Turn on the computer.
Turn on the NDIR.
Set DatefTme:
Set the computer clock to the correct date/time using UTC (Universal Time Coordinate).
It is optimal to sychronize the computer clock with the ship's navigation logging system.
Data Collection:
Make a subdirectory on the hard drive within \pco2 in which data wil be stored as it is
collected.
Example: Data from the WOCE P17 cruise may be stored in subdirectory
c:\pco2\wocep17.
Chance directoiy to c:\pc02.
Start program operation by typing the appropriate program name.
For example: If you are using xC02 apparatus 1 (CAT 1) and the NDIR is
connected to the computer via com1, the correct program for collecting data is
Iicorn.bas and you simply type c:llcorn~ c:enter: at the prompt (c:\pc02~).
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Begin calibration:
The reference cylinders must be hooked up to the HSTDILSTD inputs.
Turn the three way valves to allow flow through the desiccntlabsorbant trap.
Choose option 5 from the main menu and follow the direcions.
Allow approximately 15-20 minutes for stabilty.
Adjust the CO2 and H20 zero pots on the NDIR .
Check for stabilty.
oeCtrl EnteD to step througti the calibration procedure.
Disconnect the reference cylinders and hookup the HSTD snd LSTD cylinders.
Disconnect and turn off the Dew Point Generator.
Leak check the system. (If any leaks are found you may need to re-calibrate using the reference
cylinders).
Measure the CO2 concentration of the HSTD and LSTD gases and mark the values on the
cylinders.
Begin data collection.
Choose option 6 from the main menu and type in the correct path and filename.
For example: Using the subdirectory created during the computer setup and the current
date, the path and filename wil be wocep17\930326 oeenteD.
Remember to use UTC.
Begin sample analysis.
Choose option 9 from the main menu.
Choose option 9 from the sub-menu.
Make sure the data collection has begun.




Close existing file and open a new file:
In order to maintain files of a resonable size and to insure accurate record keeping, every 24
hours the data collection file is closed and reopened with the new date/time.
o oeCtrl enteD to halt program
o Choose option 7 to close file
o Choose option 6 to open new file using subdirectory,filename (yymmdd);
\wocep17\930428 oeenteD
o Choose option 9 to restart data collection
Check visually for any water in the trap, empty daily if required.
Check the vacugard filter in line from the equilbrator/water trap:
o If the filter shows any indication of water in the filter housing, replace the filter with a
new one, taking care to orient it correctly.
Monitor CAT/NDIR operation on restart and note HSTD, LSTD,SEA and EQUIL readings in the
notebook.
Also note weather conditions, ships position and ship's operation status.
Check for correct gas flows in both reference and sample loops (200 mVmin.).
Check seawater flow, should be approximately 4 liters per minute.
. Check equilbrator drain, should be free flowing.
Check the water filter and change when necessary (every 2-3 days).
o If the filter is not wetted completely a problem may develop, as air can become trapped
in the lines restricting the seawater flow.
o Install the new filter in the filter cartridge holder. If the filter cartidge does not fil
completely, let the water flow through the filter for several minutes. Turn off the water
and reverse the orientation of the filter in the cartidge holder.
Weekly Maintenance:
Check visually the Gelman Acro filters in the reference loops for any contaiminants or particles.
o Replace if necessary.
o Back up data to floppy disks.
Monthly Maintenance:
Change absorbant and desiccant in reference line.
o oeCtrl enteD to halt data collection.
o Turn off power to Dascon1 board and reference pump (.yellow cord").
o Remove dessicant!absorbant trap and replace soda lime and magnesium perchlorate.
o The traps are filed with 1/2 soda lime and 1/2 magnesium perchlorate, separated with
glass wool. Use proper care when handling these chemicals. Replace the desiccant!
absorbant tube in the CAT, observing the proper orientation.
o Turn on power to Dascon1 board and reference pump.
o Restart data collection.
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In the event of a Dower outage:
The system is proteced by a UPS system that wil provide uninterupted power for approximately
30 minutes. This provides ample time to allow you to shut down the system gracefully, avoiding
the potential for damage to the equipment.
Power up sequence:
o CAT on (power to Dascon1 board).
o Computer on; change directory to pco2 and choose correct program (see Measuring
xC02 document).
o NDIR on
Shutting down the system:
o Stop data collection; Opt. 7
o Exit Program; Opt. 0
o Close the cylinder valves on the HSTD and LSTD gases.
o Turn off power to intake SEA pump.
o Close uncontaiminated seawater input valve.
o Stow drain hose so that it is out of way while in port.
o Clean equilbrator if neccessary.
Backup the data you have collected onto a floppy.
DO NOT ERASE FROM THE HARD DRIVE.
Turn off computer.
Turn off power to Dascon1 board.
Turn off the NDIR.
Please keep a copy of the data and send one copy to:
Dr. Catherine Goyet
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Dept. of Marine Chemistry and Geochemistry
Woods Hole, MA 02543
(508)457-2000 ext 2552






Set up a vacumm pump with a rubber stopper in a heavy walled erlenmeyer flask with a side
arm. An 118- copper tube terminated on one end with a female swagelock fitting should be
inserted into the rubber stopper. Terminate one end of the roll of tubing to be cleaned with a
female swagelock fitting and attach it with a union to the copper tubing in the stopper.
Pour -200 ml of acetone into a glass beaker.
Pull the liquid through the tubing (200m1/50 ft.).
Allow all of the acetone to be pulled out of the tubing.
Repeat the above procedure using methylene chloride.
Put the tubing into an oven at 900C and continue to pull air through the tubing for approximately
1 hour.





This document is an attempt to describe and clarify the process developed
for analysing data collected using the CAT/NDIR system.
Mike Hamilton of JPL developed the IMSUIDL programs this analytical process
is based upon and his contribution is greatly appreciated.




c.) Data averaging and correction
d.) IMSUIDL
11. DAS data (ship's data sometimes called SAIL)
a.) Data collection
b.) Data integrity
c.) Data averaging and correcting
d.) IMSUIDL




IV. Transforming xC02 data to pC02 data
a.) Transforming xC02(air) to pC02(air)
b.) Transforming xC02(eq) to pC02(eq)
c.) Transforming pC02(eq) to pC02 (seawater-insitu)
V. Misc.
a.) UNIGRAPH
b.) Final data - headers
c.) Final data - read.me file
NOTE: Before beginning the data analysis it is suggested that you
create a new directory and move the IMSUIDL programs as well as your




The xC02 data is collected using the CAT/NDIR system and stored to
either the floppy or hard drive of the computer driving the system. The
data is in ASCII. It is preferable to have the operator of the CAT/NDIR
system stop and start the data collection regularly every 24 hours.
b.) Data integrity:
Once the data has been collected, a visual inspection is suggested.
c.) Data averaging and correction:
During this step the data wil be averaged to a value representing
5 minutes of sampling. The data wil also be corrected to the standard
values measured during the calibration of the system.
The inspected files should be listed to a file named pc02.1is.
eos% Is 9401 07 ~pc02.lis
Update the IMSUIDL program wpc02.pro using the correct high standard reference
gas value and the correct low standard reference gas value.
example:
wpco2.pro




-the measured high standard and low standard values determined after the
span of the NDIR was set should be inserted instead of 40S.72 and
27S.69 respectively.
Also edit the program to reflect the correct year in the reftime
statement.
NOTE: An earlier version of pc02.pro was used to analyse the JGOFS data. That
version does not account for the collection of mV readings and wil not
work on data collected after Debbie's most recent update of the basic program
for the CAT/NDIR (approximately Jan.1, 1993).
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.sources. the setup file
start IMSUIDL
Run the program wpc02.pro to correct and average the xc02 data. The
function avg.pro is called in the program and must be in the




compiles the program wpc02.pro
runs the program




The DAS or SAIL data is collected during the cruise by the ship's
technicians.
b.) Data integrity:
Visually check the data.
c.) Run the IMSUIDL programs:






This program wil append a .strip extension on the end of the filename.
Rename the files to eliminate the extension(s).
The program dasplotw.pro wil truncate any data lines with errors and
then average the DAS data to 5 minute periods. The
function bandav.pro is called in the program and must be in the
working directory.
Depending on the format of the DAS or SAIL data, dasplot.pro may require
editing...check that the dataline commands are correct.








III. Merge the xC02 and DAS data:
a.) xC02 data
Inspect the xC02 data, check to see that the calculations were done correctly
and that the data points are valid.
List all of the corrected xC02 data files (.corr) to pc02.1is...Be
sure to erase the original pc02.lis.
eos% Is * .corr ~pc02.lis
b.) DAS data
Inspect the .fmt files to see that the data has not been corrupted and
that there are no ilegal characters in the file.
List all of the formatted DAS files (filename.fmt) to a file named das.dat.
eos% Is *.fmt ~das.dat
c.) Run the IMSUIDL program:
Once you have initiated IMSUIDL issue the following commands:
==~.run,mer.pro oeenteD
==~mer oeenteD compiles the programruns the program
IV. Transforming xC02 data to pC02 data:
a.) Transforming xC02(air) to pC02(air):
Use the measured atmospheric pressure and the measured in-situ .




pC02(air)=xC02(air)*(airpress*1 0)*(1-( e(air)/(airpress*1 0)))/1 013.25
b.) Transforming xC02(eq) to pC02(eq):
Use the measured atmospheric pressure and the measured temperature in
the equilibrator to calculate pC02(eq).
Calculate e(eq):
e( eq)=0.981 *exp(27 .029-(0.0098*( eqtemp+273.15))-(61631( eqtemp+273.15))
Calculate pC02(eq):
pC02(eq)=xC02(sea)*(seapress*1 0)*(1-(e(eq)/(seapress*1 0))/1 013.25
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c.) Transforming pC02(eq) to pC02 (seawater-insitu):
No comment, I've never performed this step.
V. Misc.
a.) UNIGRAPH
I use UNIGRAPH to do most of the calculations and all of the plotting. I created
executable .ugr files (in directory UNIGRAPH). Exporting files from
UNIGRAPH is limited to 8 datasets of 16 characters.
b.) Final data - headers
Header descriptions:
date Julian date.decimal time (GMT).
xC02a the measured value of xC02 in the sea surface air sampled at the
ship's bow (umoVmol).
the measured value of xC02 in the seawater (umoVmol).
the measured value of H20 in the air (mmoVmol).
the measured value of H20 in the seawater (mmoVmol).
the temperature of the water flowing in the equilbrator corresponding
to the air xC02 measurement (deg C).
temps the temperature of the water flowing in the equilbrator corresponding
to the seawater xC02 measurement (deg C).
airpress the ambient atmospheric pressure corresponding to the air XC02
measurement (kPa).
seapress the ambient atmospheric pressure corresponding to the seawater xC02
measurement (kPa).
insitemp surface temperature value (used to calculate ea).
(deg C).
ea the vapor pressure (calculated using insitemp)
es the vapor pressure (calculated using temps)
pC02air the final calculated value of pC02a (corrected to 100% humidity,using ea and
airpress)
in sea surface air (uatm).
pC02eq the final calculated value of pC02s (corrected to 100% humidity, using es and
seapress)
in seawater (uatm).
the latitude corresponding to the ship position at the time of the
pC02 measurement.
the longitude corresponding to the ship position at the time of the
pC02 measurement.









c.) Final data- read.me file
This is a copy of newread.me from JGOFS_EQPAC and is a good example of
an informative read.me file.
17 Nov. 1993 (updated)
This file contains information describing the pC02 data collected during
JGOFS EQPAC cruise TT007, TT011 and TT012.
The file name describes the contents.
For example:
tt07air.dat Contains the sea surface air measurements of xC02,
collected during the Spring survey leg; Cruise tt007.
Includes Date,xC02a,H20a,tempa,airpress,insitemp,ea and wetair.
Each file contains headers describing the columns.
Header descriptions:
date Julian date.decimal time (GMT). .
xC02a the measured value of xC02 in the sea surface air sampled at the
ship's bow (umoVmol).
the measured value of xC02 in the seawater (umoVmol).
the measured value of H20 in the air (mmoVmol).
the measured value of H20 in the seawater (mmoVmol).
the temperature of the water flowing in the equilbrator corresponding
to the air xC02 measurement (deg C).
temps the temperature of the water flowing in the equilbrator corresponding
to the seawater xC02 measurement (deg C).
airpress the ambient atmospheric pressure corresponding to the air xC02
measurement (kPa).
seapress the ambient atmospheric pressure corresponding to the seawater xC02
measurement (kPa).
insitemp surface temperature value (used to calculate ea).
. (deg C).
ea the vapor pressure (calculated using insitemp)
es the vapor pressure (calculated using temps)
pC02air the final calculated value of pC02a (corrected to 100% humidity,using ea and
airpress)
in sea surface air (uatm).
pC02eq the final calculated value of pC02s (corrected to 100% humidity,using es and
seapress)
in seawater (uatm).
the latitude corre~ponding to the ship position at the time of the
pC02 measurement.
the longitude corresponding to the ship position at the time of the
pC02 measurement.










1) .?'s. represent eliminated data (due to sample contaimination by ship'sexhaust). .
2) .99's. in insitemp or salts column represent data collection failure by DAS system.
3) xC02 data has been corrected to gas standards and average
over 4 minutes.
4) H20, equilbrator temperature and ambient pressure, have ben averaged
over 4 minutes.
5) insitemp is the corrected, estimated or interpolated sea surface water
temperature.
6) Salinity, surface temperature and ship's position have been taken from the






reftime=julday(12,31,1992) ;changed year to 1992
line='
co2=fltar(5) & h20=c02 & temp=c02 & press=c02 & std=c02 & time=c02
on_ioerror,finish
openr ,listunit,' pc02.1is' ,1GET_LUN
infie= '





for ilne=0,2 do readf,inunit,line
for isamp=ü,100 do begin
here:












a=( 408.72- 278. 69)/(hstd-Istd)
coefficients
b=408. 72-( a *hstd)
for imeas=ü,4 do begin




; skip header lines
; begin main loop
; read low std info
; read high std




month=fix(strng(bline(2:3))) ; date/time -). julian day
day=fix( strng(bline( 5 :6)))
tyr=string(bline(8:9) )
yearfix( strcompressC 19' +tyr,lremove _all))
hour=fix(strng(bline(11: 12)))
minute=fix(strng(bline(14: 15)))
jd=julday( month,day ,year )-reftme
time(iline )=float(jd)+hour/24. +mInute/ 1440.
c02(ilne )=float( strng(bline(21 :26)))
h2o(iline )=float( string(bline(29: 34)))
temp(ilne )=float( string(bline( 49:55)))
press(ilne )=float( string(bline( 56:62)))
endfor
meanairc02=a*avg( c02( 1 :4))+b
meanairh20=avg(h20( 1:4))
meanairtemp=avg( tempe 1 :4))
meanairess=avg(press( 1:4))
meanairtime=avg( time( 1:4))





day=fix( strng(bline( 5 :6)))
tyr=string(bline(8:9) )





time(ilne )=float(jd)+hour/24. +mInute/ 1440.
c02(ilne )=float( strng(bline(21 :26)))
h20(ilne )=float( string(bline(29:34)))
temp(ilne )=float( strg(bline( 49:55)))



















































time=fltar(nmax) & lat=flta(nmax) & lon=lat
temp=lat & salt=lat & sped=lat & heading=lat
date=strar(nmax) & gmt=date
openr ,unit,dasfie, /GET _LUN
ON_IOERROR, loopend
iline=O





; if read bad line of data, ignore it
; read a line as a strng
; convert to aray
then subarays back to strng
date(ilne )=strng( dataline(0:7))
gmt(iline )=strng( dataline(9: 16))
month=fix(strng(dataline(O: 1))) & day=fix(string(dataine(3:4)))
yearfix(strng( dataine( 6:7)))+ 1900 & hour:fix(strng( datalne(9: 10)))
min=fix( strng( dataline( 12: 13))) & sec=fix( strng( dataine( 15: 16)))
jd=julday(month,day ,year)-julday( 12,31 ,year-I)
time(iline )=float(jd)+hour/24. +mil440.
lat(ilne)=float(strng(datane(26:28))) + $
float( string( dataine(29:35)) )/60.
lon(iline)=float(strng(dataline(39:41))) + $
float( string( dataline( 43 :49)))/60.
; convert subarays to real
if strng(dataine(18)) eq 'S'. then lat(ilne)=-lat(iline)
if string(dataine(30)) eq 'w' then lon(ilne)=-lon(ilne)
heading(iline )=float( strng( dataine( 69:73)))
speed(ilne )=float( strng( dataine( 57 :60)))
if ifag eq 1 then begin
temp(ilne )=float(strng( dataine(83 :88)))













print,' got' ,nlines,' good data records' ,format='(aS,i4,a)'
time=bandav(time(0:nlines-1 ),nsmoo) & heading=bandav(heading(O:nlines-l ),nsmoo)
sped=bandav( sped(0:nlines-1 ),nsmoo)
lat=bandav(lat(O:nlines-l ),nsmoo)
10n=bandav(lon(0:nlines-l ),nsmoo) & temp=bandav(temp(O:nlines-l ),nsmoo)
salt=bandav( salt(O:nlines-l ),nsmoo)
idate=





print,' band averaged to' ,n1nes,' records' ,format='(a26,i4,a)'
data=flta(7 ,nlines)
data(O, *)=time(O:nlines-l) & data( 1, *)=heading(O:nlines-l) & data(2, *)=speed(O:nlines-l)




printf,l,' JD1993 Heading Speed Lat Lon Temp Salt'
for ilne=O,nlines-l do printf, 1 ,data(* ,ilne ),format=' (7f1 0.4)'
close, 1
!p.multi=(0,1,2,0,0)
wh=where( salt(O:nlines-l) gt 30. and salt(0:nlines-1) It 36.5 and abs(lat) It 17.)
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if wh(O) eq -I then goto,here
xmn=max(1at(wh))+O.15 & xmax=min(lat(wh))-O.15




title='DAS underway data: ' +dasfie,xrange=(xmn,xmaxllxstyle




plot,lat(wh),temp(wh),ytitle='Temp !9% !XC' ,xtitle='Latitude' ,xrange=(xmin,xmax),/xstyle
here:
end
. - 34 -
function bandav,in,iband
; function BANDA V wil band-average an input aray,
; using npts as a window width. Also known as













































time=ndata(O,*) & lat=ndata(3,*) & lon=ndata(4,*)
temp=ndata(5, *) & salt=ndata(6, *)
openr ,listunit,' pc02.lis' ,1GET _LUN
for ifie=0,36 do begin
readf,listunit,co2fie
print,' c02fie' ,co2 fie
position=stros( co2fie,' .' ,0)
newfie=strmid( c02fie,0,position)





while not eof(c02unit) do begin



















; end of list fie
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'program: UCOR2n.BAS
'UCOR moificios (21dec dks)
, 1) eliminate co generting C02 & H2O correced to 1 atm
2) U-COR now ou CO2 (mv) and H2O (mv) whi have be
ad to the list of varies dispayed and saved to dis.
, This prra is idtil to th one shi to sea -jan92
, exce that the eqn's for the presre trnsrs have be
, set fo the PC2(2) apraus sep.
, The amb presre eqn ha ben changed to reflec the transucer
, in use (sin 30820) (calib. dat as of 9aug91) 24feb2 dk
, Th li- presre eqn has been chnged to reflec th trnsce
, in use (sin 30251) (calib. daa as of 30jun92) 16sept92 dk
,. & & A & I & & & & & & & & && &, & &, &" & & &, lA" & I' a,i,,' a.i"" "~a &, &, & & & ,&, I & &, && &11& && II
.. Quick Baic Proram for IR-G2 Equilibrator
,.
... & &.. & I' &, I & I & I & & I' & I && & I & & &.. & & & I & & & & &, .**..... &.. & &1****1 &, & 1111&' I
'UCOR is a moified version of IR_C02AE whic incudes additional input
, fro a transucer to measure atomspheri pressre an from a
pC02 value correced to 1 atm (101.325Pa). Al the calibrate
roine has been moified to give averages rather than disete
values for zero and span adjustment purpes. The key
seuenc to terminate a rotine has ben chnged frm c:ENTER~
to eCTRl ENTEIh. - dks 18dec1
'IR_C0E . inudes an opio for coinuous stndrd and sale cycling
, where high and lo standar are samp at spie tim
inervals an air and equilibraor sample are run coinuously
for the remainder of the cycle time.
'data handling moifiions - dks 2ju191
, define varibles
'010%) = data inpu or ouut frm.AlD bord (DASN-1)
, PDA T A() = data storage arry for temperature and presres
, MD% = mo numbr for DASCON-1
, CH% = AID chnne numbr
, irdta$() ~ daa storge arry for pressure (Ucr) correced outut
, from Ucr
DECLE SUB DASCQN1 (MD%. CH%. BYVAL DUMMY%. BYVALDUMY%, BASADR%)
'initiarlZe DASN-1 driers .
DECLARE SUB disoff ()
DECLARE SUB helo (8$)
DECLARE SUB line25 (1$)
DECLARE FUNCTION stopmidl (xl)
DIM dio%(S). pdata(3). eqempl(1024), irdata$(1024)
DIM ambarpesl(1024). st(6)
COMMON SHARED dio%(). CH%. diskag$
OPEN "co1 :9600.n,8,1,asc" FOR RANDOM AS #1 'Communiction port for U-COR
BASADR% = &H300 'DASCON-1 Data acquisition bord address
avgnum% = 10 'Number of readings to average
readint% = 6 'Numbr of secnds between readings
sty1) = "lSTD": ste$(2) = "HSTD": stye$(3) = "AIR"
st(4) = "EQUI": styp(5) = "OC02": styp(6) = "SH20"
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mesge$ '" SPACE$(80)
diskg$ - "fls- 'Dis storage flag
,
'frs switch Das1 to default of all pos low (to equilbrator air)
dio%(O) - 0
GOSUB sedasc1
'- Sele desired sample coiguration
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "This prram assme that the PC02(2) appratus is in use"
PRINT "T aparaus confraio currenty has SETA pressre transuc
PRINT - sin 30251 to mere the L1-COR's interal presre and"
PRINT - SETA pressre trauc sin 308420 to measre the amen-
PRINT - presre. Either L1-COR infrared analyzer may be use"
PRINt - Trasdr and U-CR calibrtion daa last updted in this-
PRINT - prram 16sept92. -
PRINT: PRINT -Key .:Enter: to continue proram execio-
DO
LOOP WHILE INKEY$ ~ CHR$(13)





'Rag for getreadings routine - if true,
, po ou after one average
PRINT -Prora: L1COR2 -
PRINT: PRINT - MAIN MENU for IR-C2 analysis -: PRINT
PRINT -DATE: -; DATE$; - TIME: -: TIME$: PRINT
PRINT -Seec frm the following configurations:-
PRINT - c:;: - STOP PROGRAM-
PRINT - .:1;: - Equilibrator air-
PRINT - ~ - Sample air-
PRINT - .:;: - Hi ppm CO2 standid-
PRINT - .:4;: - Low ppm CO2 standard
PRINT - .:5;: - Calibrate-
PRINT - d);: - Turn disk storge on-
PRINT - .:7;: - Turn disk storage ofr
PRINT - .:;: - Adjust data inpu time interval-
PRINT - Currently w: reaint: W send beeen readings-
PRINT W with -: avgnuntk: · reading averaged"
PRINT W & - Sample anlysis with periic standard gas measrements-
PRINT - ~ - Apratus setup-
IF diskflg$ '" "false- THEN
mesage$ '" -No disk storage
melen = LEN(mesge$)
mesge$ '" mesge$ "! SPACE$(80 - meslen)
CALline25(meage$)
END IF
INPUT -Desired configuraion numbe .:-9 or A;? -, a$
IF a$ = -0- THEN
EXIT DO
ELSEIF a$ = -1- THEN 'sample analysis
dio%(O) = 0 'I/O PBO-7 all low
it% = 4
GOSUB setdascn1




ElSEIF a$ .. -2- THEN 'air analysis
dio%(O).. 130 '00 PB1,7 high
it% .. 3
GOSUB setda1
PRINT iy ~rt Ent~ to exit-: PRINT
GOSUB getead
ElSEIF a$ .. "3- THEN 'high standard
dio%(O) .. 138 '110 PB1,3,7 high
it% .. 2
GOSUB sedasc1
PRINT "t c:nt~ to exit-: PRINT
GOSUB geteading
ElSEIF a$ II -4- THEN 'low standrd
dio%(O) .. 170 '110 PB1,3,5,7 high
it% .. 1
GOSUB setdasc1
PRINT "t oeenter~ to exit-: PRINT
GOSUB getreadings
ElSEIF a$ = -S' THEN 'calibrate
GOSUB calibrate
ElSEIF a$ .. -6" THEN 'dis storage opio chosen
GOSUB dison
ElSEIF a$ .. "7 THEN 'disk storage off
CALL diskoff
ELSEIF a$ ii -8- THEN 'adjust data inp time inerval
GOSUB timeint
ElSEIF a$ ii "9- THEN 'sampe & std. gas mesurements
GOSUB sampd
ElSEIF UCASE$(a$) ii -A- THEN
GOSUB apparatus
elSE
. PRINT T; a$; 1 is not a valid entry. Please re-er"
END IF
lOOP
dio(O) .. 0 'set valves to equilbrator
GOSUB setdascn1
ClOSE #1 'comunicaion port for U-COR
IF disg$ ii -le- THEN CLOSE #2 'close dis file if ope
CLS
END
1&&&& & & & & & & & AI II & & & & II II III & & II' &, & & & & II A" &" & &, & & & & &,. & II' & II & II
1&& & & & & II & &, &" & &, & & & &. .., & & & &,. &, & & & &" &, & &. &..**,. & &,.,... II II' & &
seda1 :
dio%(1) .. 0 '110 PCO-3 all low
,
Enter call routine
MD% .. 9 'DASCON-1 mode 9 for digitallJO





'- - Read data from U-COR ------------
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'CLS : LOCATE 2, 1
CAL line(mege$)
keyint .. "fals"
PRINT #1, -132,32,42,43,21 ,31" 'sets pOnt list for header an data
'lst coains C02(umoVmol), H2O(mmoVmol), licor temp.(de C),
, ric bar. pressre(kPa), C02(mv), H20(mv)
PRINT #1, -140" 'trn auto prin off
PRINT #1, "*150" 'trn auto header off
ZOk..O




ZOk .. ZOk + 1 'incement data conter
GOSUB presem 'get ba. pressure and equil. temp
'ou bo presre to U-cOR
z$ 0: STR$(barpesl)
x$ .. -- + L TRIM$(z$) 'stnp off leding blank & add to pres coe
PRINT #1, x$ 'output to L1-COR
IF ZOk .. 1 THEN
PRINT "Current readings:"
PRINT #1, -11" 'ask for header
INPUT #1, w$
PRINT T AB(11); " C02 H2O Licr Uc Equil amb C02 H20"
PRINT T AB(11);" time pc pcrr temp press temp pres "
PRINTTAB(11);" umlm mmlrn degC kPa degC kPa mv mv"
for .. "\ \ & ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.# ##.##"
END IF
beinwaitl.. TIMER
DO 'wait 2.5 see before bringing in L1COR press corr C02




ioop WHILE endwaitl - beginwaitl .: 2.5 AND keyint$ .. "false"
PRINT #1, "*12" 'asks for data
INPUT #1, irdata$(ZOk) 'saves press corr. data string in arry
IF keyint$ .. "tnie" THEN EXIT DO 'leave getreading main lo
. co.. VAL(MID$(irdata$(ZOk), 1,7))
h2 0: VAL(MID$(irdata$(ZOk), 9, 7))
temp.. VAL(MID$(irdata$ZOk), 18, 7))
pres.. VAlMID$(irda$(z%), 27, 7))
comv.. VAL(MID$(irdata$(ZOk), 36, 7))
h2om.. VAL(MID$(irdta$(ZOk), 45, 7))
PRINT USING formtS; st(it%); TIME$; co2; h20; temp; press; eqempl(ZOk);
ambrpresl(ZOk); co2m; h20mv
currentline% .. CSRLlN
lOCATE currentlne% - 1
'CALL hexlo(irdata$(z%))
DO
'lok at hex version of data if
, neeed
'this loop waits until readint%
, see have elaped
stept! .. stopmid!(start!)
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IF INKEY$ ii CHR$(10) THEN
keyint$ ii "true"
END IF
LOOP WHILE stoptl- startl ~ readint'1o AND keyint$ = "false"
startl .. stoptt 'reset timer start
IF z% .. avgnum% THEN
GOSUB average
'if avgnum% readings have ben
, taken calc averages (and
, store on disk)
z% ii 0 'reset conter
IF onepss ii "true" THEN RETURN 'callng rouine was SAMPSTD
, so only do one average the
, exit
END IF
LOOP WHILE INKEY$ ~ CHR$(10) AND keyint$ = "false"
RETRN




MO% ii 0 'OASCON-1 moe 0 for data acquisition
, Ch. 0 = 010%(0) = outp from equilibrator thennistor
'Ch. 1 .. 010%(1) ii out fro baro. pressure senso (just ouide U-COR)
, Ch. 2 .. dio%(2) = output from baromeri pressre senso (ambient)
CALL OASCON1 (MD%. CH%, V ARPTR(dlO%(O)). dio%(1). BASAOR%)
Read ou data
FOR i% ii 0 TO 2 'Ch. 0, Ch. 1 and Ch. 2
pdata(i%) ii dio"I(i%) * 2.0475/4091 'cover digitl data to voageNEX i% '-496=-2.0475 volts, 4096=2.0475 vols
,
Calclate pressure and temprature
'se data shees in U-COR manual for conversio values
'Ne that Sera transr calibratio data are based on 0-5v range and
, that our circits are in the 0-2v range. Our voltages wil be multiplie
, by a factor of 2.5 to adjust for the differen voltage rangs
barpresl = ((pdata(1) * 2.5) * 100.025 + 599.9171) /101 'U-COR internl presure in kPa
(sln-302581 calib 30jun92)
ambarpresl(z%).. ((pdata(2) * 2.5) * 99.9993 + 599.9035) /101 'Amient barotri
presre in kPa (sin 30820 calib 9aug91)
'For thermstor resistanc the following equation is base on 5volts
resistl ii 100 / (pdata(O) + 2.5) - 201 'Thennistor resistanc
eqempl(z%) ii 11/ (.002726 + .0006207 * LOG(resistl) / LOG(101) + 7.091 E-Q6 * (LOG(resistl) /
LOG(101)) " 3) - 273.15 'Equilbrator temperature in celsius, .
RETURN
M****......**..***********...***********..****************************
-- Calibrate U-COR ------------------.;-
calibate:
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DO 'start entire caibration routine loo
DO 'start CO2 calibration rotine loo
. ...zero.-
dio%(O) "" 0 'VO PBO-7 all low
GOSUB seda1
itpe% - 5
CLS : LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT " CALIBRATE"
PRINT "Te referen and sampe paths shold be C02 and H2O free"
PRINT "Adjust ZEROS for CO2 and H20 free gas when signal ha stablized"




dio%(O) "" 138 'Opn valve to high ppm standard (VO PB1, 3, 7 high)
GOSUB setda1
itpe% "" 2
CLS : LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT" CALIBRATE"
PRINT "The sample path now contains the HIGH C02 standard'
PRINT "Adjust spn to read referenc gas (che lal) whn signar
PRINT" has stablized and then key ocCTRL ENTER~"
PRINT: PRINT
GOSUB getreadings
, -Che low standard......_..
dio%(O) "" 170 'Open valve to low ppm standard (VO PB1,3,5,7 high)
it% = 1
GOSUB setda1
CLS : LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT" CHECK CALIBRATION": PRINT
PRINT "Te sae pah now contains the LOW CO2 stndrd"
PRINT "Wen signal has stabilized chec Iineañt by compnng"





PRINT "1 Red C02 calibration"
PRINT "2 Pro with H2O span calibration"
INPUT "Selec 1 or 2 "; a$
IF a$ "" "1" OR a$ "" "2" THEN
EXIT DO
-ELSE
PRINT '''; a$; 1 is not a valid entry. Please re-enter"
END IF
LOOP
IF a$ "" "2" THEN EXIT DO 'proced with H20 span calibrationLOOP 'end C02 calibration lo
, Start H2O Calibration loo
dio%(O) = 0 'VO PBO-7 all low
GOSUB setCfscn1
itype% = 6
CLS : LOCATE 2, 1
PRINT " CALIBRATE": PRINT
PRINT "Set dew point generator and valves so that the H20 span can"







PRINT "1 Red enre calibatio"
PRINT "2 Exit calibrati rotine"
INPUT "Selecl-1 or 2 "; a$
IF a$ 0: "1" OR a$ 0: "2" THEN
EXIT DO
ELSE
PRINT "r; a$; 1 is no a valid entry. Please re-enter"
END IF
LOOP
IF a$ = "2" THEN EXIT DO
LOOP 'end enire calibraion roine lo
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "Reset valves to default (equilbrator) setting"
RETURN
"& l a& A & && & & & & & & && & a******....********a & & a & & & & I &.1. AI... a ,..*****
,---- DASCON-1 eror ch
DERROR:
IF dio%(S) ~ 0 THEN PRINT: PRINT" 1~I11~I ERROR ~i11111": GOTO 500
RETRN
500 PRINT: PRINT "ERROR FLAGS": PRINT" ": PRINT
PRINT "Mod or chnnel err 010%(8) a: "; HEXdioo/o(S))
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "Errr co (hex):-"PRINT" 0 - Norl, no errr"
PRINT" 1 0 - Mode numb MOOk ou of rang"
PRINT" 300 - AID time ou"
PRINT" 500 - Overlad i.e. inp beyond +/- FS"
PRINT" SOO - Cofiraion erro, CH% ou of range"
PRINT" 700 - Data rang err, 0100/0(0) ¿) OR ~25"PRINT" or 0100/0(1) ¿) or ~15"
PRINT" 800 - AID & Digitl moe err i.e. selecng"
PRINT" AID moes 1,2 or 3 wit digitl config. not 0"
99 STOP
, . &. & & II a IIIIIIII1 & II &. &.& & &'1.&1111& 1.&' & & II A".' '&1111111111& &111 & ILL' 'I..
dison: 'turn on dis storage
IF disklag$ = "true" THEN 'dis file already open
PRINT: PRINT "Disk file "; filename$; " is already opn"
PRINT "It must be closed before a new on can be opned"00 .
PRINT "1 Cloe "; filename$; " no"
PRINT "2 Exit this routine to main menu"
INPUT "Selec 1 or 2 "; a$




ELSEIF a$ = "2" THEN
RETURN 'return to main menu
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ELSE





ON ERROR GOTO err
numseel .. readint10 · avgnum%
PRINT "Data reading wil be average and stored every "; numsecl; " see"
00 'remain in this lo until namemoeflag$ .. irue"
PRINT
errlag$ .. "false" 'se false before each try on OPEN _ for INPUT
INPUT "Enter path an filename for data storage "; filenme
OPEN filename FOR INPUT AS #2
IF erg$ ., "flse" THEN 'file already exists
PRINT "Rle "; filename; " already exists I"
PRINT" ~1,. chnge filename"
PRINT" ~ append new data to this file"
PRINT" ~,. overwrie all data in this file"
DO
INPUT "Sele optio (1, 2 or 3) "; op
LOOP WHILE INSTR("23", op) = 0
CLOSE #2 'jst opne #2 for checing
'op .. "1" wil merely cause another lo throgh filename input
IF op = "2 THEN 'append opio chen
OPEN filename$ FOR APPEND AS #2
namemoflg$ = irue"
messgeS = "Data wil be apnded to file" + filename
messlen = LEN(mege$)
mege .. megeS + SPACE$(80 - mele)
ELSEIF op$ .. "3" THEN 'overrite optio ch
PRINT "Overwe file "; filename; " optio chsen".D  .
INPUT "Are yo sure (y/n) "; ans
LOOP WHILE INSTR("YyNn", ansS) .. 0
IF LCASE$(ans) .. Y THEN
OPEN filenam$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2
PRINT#2,TAB11);" C02 H2O LirLiEquil amb C02 H20"
PRINT #2, T AB(11);" time pc pcrr temp press temp pres "
PRINT #2 TAB(11);" umlm mmlm deg C kPa deg C kPa mv mv"
namemoflag$ .. irue'"
megeS = "Starting at " + TIME$ + " data is overriing cotents of " + filename
mesen = LEN(meage$)
mesaes = mesage + SPACE$(80 - messlen)
ELSE
PRINT "Re-nter pah and filename"
END IF 'end overwrite if
END IF 'end filename exists if
ELSEIF errlag$ = irue" AND errm% = 53 THEN 'file not found
OPEN filename$ FOR OUTPUT AS #2 'create new file
PRINT #2, TAB(11);" C02 H20 Licr lico Equil amb C02 H20"
PRINT #2, TAB(11);" time pcrr pcrr temp press temp press ..
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PRINT #2. T AB(11); · umlm mmlm deg C kPa deg C kPa mv mv"
nameeflag$ .. ilUe.
mege$ .. "fle · + filename + · created.
melen .. lEN(me$)
mege$ .. me + SPACE$(80 - melen)
END IF
ioop WHilE namemoeflag$ - "false. 'go ba to re-enter filenam
CAlIi(mege$)
ON ERROR GOTO 0
diskg$ 0: ilUe.
RETRN
'turn off errr trapping
II & & ¿ & & & && & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & Ii & Ai ¿ ¿ & IA. &a & & & & & & AI & & && & & & & II .********..
er:
enm% = ERR
IF erum% = 76 THEN
PRINT: PRINT USING .Pathname portion of & is inaccsible .; filename$
ElSEIF ermm% c. 53 AND ermm"10 c. 76 THEN
'err z: 53 ..~ file no found (new one wil be created)




. & & && II &. & && I & & & & & & Ii & & & & Ii & & & & AAIA II & & & & & & iia & & &~& & &... AI & & & & & & & II & & & & & & & &.
timeint: 'set readings time interval and numbr of readings for avg
PRINT .Reaings wil be taken every .; readint%; · see.
INPUT .enter new reaings time interval (no less than 4 see) .; readseclo
IF readsee% ~= 4 THEN readint% ii readsec%
PRINT .data wil be averged over.; avgnum"lo; · readings.
INPUT .enter new numbr of reading over whic to average .; anuin%
IF anum% ~ 0 THEN avgnum"10 .. anum%
PRINT
PRINT .Reading wil be taken ever .; readint%; · see.
PRINT. and averaged over .; avgnum"lo; · readings.
PRINT. whic is equivalent to an average every .; readint% * avgnum%; . see.
PRINT. or an average ever.; readint * avgnum"10160;. min: .
PRINT: PRINT
RETRN
1& II & & ,& & &.. Ii & & &. & & &. & & & & & &. & & & III & II ai& & iai II & & ia, & & & && & iia. & &. & & & & &&. & & &* .
average: 'average avgnum"10 readings (and save on dis if optio chsen)
dateval$ .. DATE$
timeval$ 0: TIME$
seq .. 0: co2 .. 0: h20 = 0: bt = 0: bp .. 0: ambp = 0: co2mv = 0: h20mv = 0
. FORj= 1 TOz%
seq .. seq + eqemplü)
co2 = co + VAl(MID$(irdata$(J. 1. 7))
h20.. h20 + VAl(MID$(irdata$ü). 9.7))
bt = bt + VAl(MID$(irdata$ü). 18.7))
bp = bp + VAl(MID$(irdata$ü). 27. 7))
ambp = ambp + ambbarpreslü)
comv = co2mv + VAl(MID$(irdata$ü). 36,7))
h20mv = h20m + VAl(MID$(irdata$ü), 45, 7))
NEXT j
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se = seq I z%
co .. co I z%
h20f .. h20 I ZOIo
bt-bt/z%
bpf - bp I ZOIO
amf .. ambp I ZOIo
co2mv .. co2mv I ZOIO
h20mvf .. m20mv I z%
sampet.. MID$st$(it%), 1, 1)
dval$ - MID$(dateval, 1, 6) + MID$(dateval$, 9, 2) "
formtf .. "& & & ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.## ##.# ##.##"
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "Averages over "; avgnum% * readint%; " see"
PRINT USING fortf; samplety$; dval$; timeval$; co2f; h2f; bt; bpf; seq; ambpf;
co2mvf; h20mv
PRINT
IF dasg$ = "true" THEN
PRINT #2 USING fort$; samplety$; dval$; timeval$; co2f; h2of; btf; bpf; seq; ambf;
co2mvf; h20mvf
CLOSE #2 'close to dump abve contents to disk
OPEN filename$ FOR APPEND AS #2
END IF
HETRN
1& IIII ill. iiia & II & & £ & & & & & II & & & ...******1 & & & II & & & & & & & II & & & II... &...
sampd: 'sampe anlysis with periic standard gas measuremens
on co "te" 'set flag for only one pass through getreadings rouine
keyin$ .. "false" 'interrpt flag
cyclime co 720 'total stds & measrements cycle time (two hors)
meme% co 300 'measure each std. for 300 see (5 min.)
stdflhtime .. 300 'flush wih each std for 300 see (5 min.) before meas.
sampflhtme co 300 'flush with sample for 300 see (5 min.) before meas.
saveavgnum% .. avgnum% 'save prest numbr of readings to average
savereadint% co readint% 'save preset # of se beeen samp data readings
stdreaint% co 6 '# of see beteenstd data reading (fro U-CR)
stdavgnum% co 10 '# of std readings
saeadint co readint% '# of see between sampe data readings
sampvgnum% co avgnum% '# of sample readings to average
DO
PRINT " c:~ - Exit to Main Cofiguration Menu"
PRINT" -:1 ~ - A seuen of Standard gas merements wil be started"
PRINT" onc every "; cycletime%; " see (once ever ";
PRINT cycletime% 13600; " hour(s))."
PRINT" (ie. The low and high stds. wil be sampled for "; meastime% I 60; " mines) each"
PRINT" and then for the remainde of the "; cycletime% 13600; " hour(s) the equii."
PRINT" and air will be sampled alternately.)"
PRINT" c:~ - Ea STANDARD or SAMPLE wil be meured for a penod of "
PRINT" "; meastime%; " see (or "; meastime% 160; " mines)) before"
PRINT" switching to the next one in the sequence."
PRINT" c:~ - Each STANDARD wil be flushed through lines for "; stdflushtime%
PRINT" see before"being measured."
PRINT " -:4~ - SAMPLE wil be flushed through lines for "; sampflushtime%;
PRINT" see before"
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PRINT - being mesured-
PRINT - Ó~ - Data reaings wil be taken from lI-COR for STANDARDS-
PRINT - ever -; stdreadinr'k; - see-
PRINT - ¿)~ - Numbr of STANDARDS readings to average -; stdavgnum%
PRINT - .:7~ - SAMPLE data reaings wil be taken every -; sampreadint%; - se-
PRINT - db - Numbr of SAMPLE readings to average -; saavgnum%
PRINT - ~ - Ac abve values and CONTINUE WITH ANALYSIS-
PRINT - Th abve yie a cofiguration where a complete STANDARDS and-
PRINT - SAMPLE analysis cycl wil take abt -; cycletime% /36001; - hour(s) with-
PRINT - total STANDARD flush an analysis time (for both high and low) I: -;
PRINT 2 · (meatime + stdflushtime%) / 60; - min:
PRINT - Ths leaves ab -; (cycltime% - 2 · (meastime% + stdflushtime%)) /60;
PRINT - min. tor sample (eqil and air) analysis:
DO
INPUT -Sele a numbr fro 0 to 9 -; iot$
LOOP WHILE INSTRr012356789-, iopt$) I: 0
IF iopt$ = -0- THEN 'exit to main configuration menu
CLS
RETURN
ELSEIF iot$ = -1- THEN
INPUT -Enter new value (see) for total SAMPLElTDcyCietime -; newval%
IF newval% ~ 0 THEN cycletime% = newval%
ELSEIF iot$ I: -2" THEN
INPUT -Enter new time (see) for each STANDARD and SAMPLE to be measured -; newval%
IF newval% ~= 6 THEN measime% = newval% .
ELSEIF iot$ = "3- THEN
INPUT -Enter new time (see) for STANDARD to be flushed through lines -; newval%
IF newal% ~ 0 THEN stdfushtime% = newal% _
ELSEIF iot$ = -4- THEN
INPUT -Enter new time (see) for SAMPLE to be flushed throgh lines -; newval%
IF newal% ~ 0 THEN sampflushtime% = newval%
ELSEIF iot$ = -S' THEN
PRINT -Enter new time (see) (no le than 6) between data readings from-
INPUT - lI-CR for STANDARDS -; newVal%
IF newval% ~= 6 THEN stdreadint% = newal%
ELSEIF iot$ = -6- THEN
INPUT -Enter new numbr of STANDARDS readings to average -; newval%
IF newal% ~ 0 THEN stdavgnum% = newval%
ELSEIF iot$ = -r THEN
PRINT "Enter new time (see) (no le than 6) between data readings from-
INPUT - U-COR for SAMPLE -; newval%
IF newval% ~= 6 THEN sampreadint% = newval%
ELSEIF iot$ = -8- THEN
INPUT -Enter new numbr of SAMPLE readings to average -; newval%
IF newal% ~ 0 THEN sampvgnum% = newval%
END IF
LOOP WHILE iopt$. ~ "9-
.
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "t c:tri Ente~ to exit-: PRINT
. now start cycleDO 'start cycle lo
startcycletime! = TIMER 'start cycle timer
avgnum% = stdavgnum%
readint% = stdreadinr'k
. cycle through standards
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FOR it% = 1 TO 2
SELECT CASE it%
CASE 1
dio%(O) = 170 'che low std
CASE 2
dio%(O) = 138 'choose high std
END SELECT
GOSUB seda1
startflushl = TIMER 'start flush timer
PRINT st$(ityp%); " flush now in prores"
00
IF INKEY$ .. CHR$(10) THEN keyint$ = "true"
LOOP WHILE stopmidl(startlushl) - startushl ~ stdflushtime% AND keyint$ = "false~
IF keyint$ ~ "fals" THEN EXIT FOR
startmesl = TIMER 'start measurement timer
00
GOSUB getreadings
LOOP WHILE stopmidl(startmeas!) - startmeas! ~ meastime% AND keyint$ = "false~
IF keyint$ ~~ "false" THEN EXIT FOR
NEX it%
IF keyint$ ~ "false" THEN EXIT 00 'exit cycling and prepre to leave routine
now start sample cycling
avgnum% = sampavgnum%
readint% = sampreadint%00 'start air anc equil sampe cycling
FOR itpe% = 3 TO 4
SELECT CASE itpe%
CASE 3
dio%(O) = 130 'chose air sample
CASE 4
dio%(O) = 0 'choose equil sample
END SELECT
GOSUB setdasn1
startushl = TIMER 'start sample flush timer
PRINT sty(ite%); " flush now in progres"
00
IF INKEY$ = CHR$(10) THEN keyint$ = "true"
LOOP WHILE stopmidl(startflush!) - startlushl ~ sampflushtime% AND keyint$ = "false"




LOOP WHILE stopmid!(startmeasl) - startmeas! ~ meastime% AND keyint$ = "false~
IF keyint$ ~ "false" THEN EXIT FOR
NEX ityp%
'end AIR anc EQUIL sample loo
LOOP WHILE stopmid!(startcycletimel) - startcycletime! ~ cycletime% AND keyint$ = ~false~









aparatus: 'meu and rotine for setting and checing apartus
CLS
00
PRINT: PRINT" APPARATUS MENU"
PRINT: PRINT "Sele from the following options"
PRINT " ¿)~ - Return to MAIN MENU"
PRINT" c:1 ~ - Send mafacturer's calibration data for C02 and H2O"
PRINT" to U-cOR"
PRINT" c: - Chec pressre transucer and temprature sens readings"
PRINT: INPUT "Enter optio number c:0 - b "; op
IF op.. "0" THEN 'exit lop and return to previous menu
EXIT 00
ELSEIF op - "1" THEN 'sen manufacturers calibration data to U-cOR
GOSUB senliclib
ELSEIF op - "2" THEN 'ch presure and temp readings
ZOIO .. 1 .
GOSUB prestemp
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT USING "equil temp voltage (pdata(O)) = ##.## "; pdata(O)
PRINT USING "Equilibrator temp. (deg C) = ##.## "; eqempl(ZOIo)
PRINT USING "U-cOR barom press voltage (pdata(1)) = ##.## "; pdta(1)
PRINT USING "U-cOR barometri pressure (kPa) = ####.##"; barpressl
PRINT USING "Ament barom press voltage (pdata(2)) = ##.## "; pdta(2)
PRINT USING "Ambnt barometnc pressure (kPa) = ##.##"; ambbarpressl(ZOIo)
ELSE






'*****.***.........& & & & & & & & &***...**.****..************..***
sendlicrcalib: 'send manufacturers calibration data to U-COR
PRINT: PRINT
PRINT "In general, sending the calibration data is not necssary unless"
PRINT" there has been a U-COR hardware failure (eg. an EEPROM failure)."
DO
PRINT " ¿)~ - Return to APPARATUS MENU"
PRINT" c:1 ~ - Send U-CR #1 (sin IRG3-150) C02 & H20 calibtion data"
PRINT" c: - Send U-cOR #2 (sin IRG3-209) C02 & H20 calibration data"
PRINT: INPUT "Enter option number ¿)-2~ "; co
IF co = "0" THEN 'return to apratus menu
EXIT DO
ELSEIF co = "1" THEN 'send U-cOR 1 (sin IRG3-150) its calib. data
'send C02 calibration data -la calib. date 12may92
PRINT #1, -0135.9,19270,.1428, 1.69g05,2.352e-,.1370, 1.995e-05,2.081 e-,O,2,H"
'send H20 calibration data .
PRINT #1, -0240.8,15780,6.450e-03,2.9406,-1.86-11,O"
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "C02 and H20 calibration data sent to U-COR #1"
PRINT
ELSEIF co = "2" THEN 'send U-COR 2 (sin IRG3-209) its calib. data
'send C02 calibration data - last calib. date 20ju192
PRINT #1, -0135.4,18980,.1414,1.751 e-05,2.421 e-09,.1365,2.006e-05,2.176e09.0,2,H''
'send H20 calibration data
. PRINT #1, -0240.3,151 00.6.378e03,3.02g-06,-4.284-12,O"
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PRINT: PRINT: PRINT "C02 and H20 calibation data sent to L1-COR #2"
ELSE




1& A & ¿ ¿ & £ & & A & & & & & & & & & & & & &, & & & & & & & &. & & & & & ¿ & & & & .................
END
~~.....*..*.*.............***....******..**..*.
I. & & & & & & & & & & & & & ................***..***.............****...
SUB disoff
diskflag$ = "false"
message$ = "disk storage off
meen -= LEN(mege$) .
mege -= mege$ + SPACE$(80 - messlen)
CAL ~ne(mege$)
CLOSE #2 'close diskfile
END SUB
'turn dis storage off
"
I. & & && & A & & & & a**....**.*********.*****.**.......***...******...******..***
SUB hexlook (s$) 'lo at hex fonn of a string
PRINT
FOR i = 1 TO LEN(s$)




1& & & & & & & & & &. & & & ********..**..*******..******............****
SUB Iine25 (1$) 'print text on line 25
currenine% = CSRLlN
LOCATE 25: PRINT 1$ 'print mesge on line 25
LOCATE currenline%
END SUB
I. & & & & & & & & & & ...-********************************* & & & & & & & & & & & ********
FUNCTION stopmid! (startvall) 'chec for midnight event
checall = TIMER
IF checvall .: startall THEN ' if midnight pased. make adjustments
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